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Iron and manganese
Iron and manganese within water supplies are
a common cause of complaints of “dirty
water”. We recognise that supplies which are
discoloured are not satisfactory and we take
action in the areas where these problems
occur as soon as possible. However iron and
manganese often arise from entirely natural
sources and are in fact essential elements in
our diet.
Both iron and manganese occur natually in
many water sources in Wales. They are
usually associated with water abstracted from
the rivers and reservoirs in the Welsh hills, but
can also be found in some lowland ground
waters. This naturally occuring iron and
manganese can be removed by carefully
controlled processes at our water treatment
works. The majority of our works already treat
the incoming water satisfactorily, but if the
level in the outgoing water should exceed the
legal standards, optimisation of treatment is
investigated to correct this.
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There are other sources of iron in drinking
water. Iron compounds may be added during
the process of water treatment to remove
impurities at water treatment works, and are
particularly useful in reducing the colour,
cloudiness and bacterial content of water
before the final stages of treatment and
disinfection. This process is very carefully
controlled but can occasionally result in water
supplies with levels above the permitted
standard. A small amount of the iron added in
the treatment process may stay in the water
supply and in order to keep the amount of
iron remaining in the treated water at a level
well below the permitted standard of 200
microgrammes per litre, we have installed
equipment to improve and control the
treatment process, particularly concentrating
on automatic control to control the process.
Iron can also be found in water supplies
because of direct contact with iron pipes.
Many older water mains pipes were made of
cast or galvanised iron; in some cases they
were lined to prevent iron being in contact
with the water, but often these linings did not
prove to be effective. Modern mains only use
iron where it is essential to have a very strong
constuction, such as near major roads, and
these are now lined with longer lasting
materials.
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Iron and manganese tends to form loose
deposits in water mains, and contribute to the
turbidity (cloudiness) of water supplies, when
the flow in the mains is disturbed or reversed,
causing the deposits to mix with the water in
the mains. This can happen when a mains
burst occurs, or if there is a particularly heavy
demand in part of an area of supply. The iron
and manganese deposits are visible as
orange, brown or black particles in the water
and usually settle out on standing. In severe
cases they may cause staining of sinks or
laundry, and can give rise to a slightly bitter
taste to the water.
Neither of these elements are considered to
be harmful to health at the levels normally
found, even in severely discoloured drinking
water. The limits set for iron and manganese
by the World Health Organisation reflect the
staining and nuisance which may be caused,
and not because of any potential risks to
health. Water quality regulations in the UK are
even lower than this to produce water
supplies which gave far greater satisfaction to
customers. The limits are set for iron at 200
microgrammes per litre and for manganese at
50 microgrammes per litre.
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Where there are difficulties in meeting the
quality standard at the customer’s tap, or
where there are areas of concern from
customers, the Company takes the
appropriate measures to improve the quality
of its supplies. With elements such as iron
and manganese it may take longer to find
permanent solutions, especially when
considerable distances of new mains are
required. We operate nearly 25,000
kilometres of mains and refurbishment/
maintenance of this distribution system is
necessary to improve the quality of water
supplied to our customers. Between 1995
and 2000, 1900 km of cast iron water mains
were renovated. This programme of
improvement continues with a further 4500
km due to be refurbished by 2010. The work
is targeted in areas which may experience
water quality above the regulatory limits.
Areas which are less affected will have the
water mains flushed on a regular basis and
will be subjected to further investigation.
Whilst we accept that dirty water can occur
when operational problems, such as bursts,
take place, this problem is normally only for a
short period of time. Where longer term
problems exist this is to be addressed within
the remit of the improvement programme.
Should you require further information call us
on FREEPHONE 0800 052 0130.

